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LIMITED EDITION COLLECTION

EFTERTANKE
Handcrafted by social
entrepreneurs in Thailand
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EFTERTANKE cushion cover Black/white stripe L50×W50cm. CHF 14.95 (503.755.67) EFTERTANKE cushion cover Grey L50×W50cm. CHF 14.95 (503.598.12) EFTERTANKE throw W110×L180cm. Black/white CHF 34.95 (803.567.27)
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IKEA + SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS

Co-creating change
The story of EFTERTANKE begins in the

working to provide decent jobs, schools

mountains of northern Thailand in an

and healthcare to an entire community.

area of thick forests and a deep cultural
PH146598

history. It’s a story of the nomadic Hill

For 6 years, IKEA and Doi Tung have

Tribe people and their struggle for sur-

worked together to co-create handmade

vival, of ancient crafting techniques and

products with a social purpose. In the

new ways to care for the land. It’s the

beginning of our partnership, 40 arti-

remarkable true story of a social enter-

sans created the 8000 pieces in our first

prise that changed the region and the

collection together. Today 331 artisans,

lives of the people living there.

74% of which are women, created the
200,000 pieces in EFTERTANKE.

EFTERTANKE is our latest limited edition collection and includes hand woven

EFTERTANKE is our sixth limited edi-

textiles, hand-formed and finished pot-

tion collection and is available at IKEA

tery, and handmade paper products. The

stores in Austria, Switzerland, Sweden,

hands that made EFTERTANKE belong to

Denmark, Finland and the UK starting in

the many skilled artisans of the Doi Tung

October 2017.

Development project, a social enterprise

A new way
of working

UNIQUE HANDMADE
COLLECTIONS

IKEA is forming partnerships with smallscale social enterprises, like Doi Tung,
that work with handicrafts around the
world. These partnerships let us cocreate unique collections and offer

CO-CREATION

services to our customers while at the
same time supporting social enterprises
that provide livelihoods for people who
would otherwise have little or no access
to livelihoods.
To us, it’s simply good business.

- GLOBAL MARKET
- DESIGN TRENDS & MARKETING

- LOCAL ARTISANSHIP
- REFORESTATION

- BUSINESS SUPPORT

- SELF SUFFICIENCY FOR
THE HILL TRIBE PEOPLE
LIVELIHOODS FOR
MORE ARTISANS

Watch the film about the
collaboration with Doi Tung:
https://goo.gl/umg7th

In total, IKEA contributes to the livelihoods of
more than 10,500 people through our partnerships with social enterprises and businesses.
This total includes approximately 8000 coffee
farmers in Uganda. Nearly 2500 people are engaged in handicrafts, 80% are women.

By 2020 the IKEA goal is to provide
20,000 marginalised people around
the world with decent jobs through
collaborations with social enterprises.
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Every product has
a story to tell:
Where was it made,
what materials and
techniques were used
and, most important,
who made it?

EFTERTANKE plate Ø20cm. Off-white CHF 6.95 (203.567.25) EFTERTANKE vase Ø22, H14cm. Off-white CHF 24.95 (503.598.07) EFTERTANKE jug H18cm. 2l. Off-white CHF 14.95 (203.567.87)
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THE STORY OF EF TERTANKE

Hand-formed and
finished pottery

Slight imperfections – some designed
some occurring organically – make each
piece of pottery in the EFTERTANKE colPH146590

lection unique. These imperfections are a
celebration of the human touch and skills
of the artisans who created the collection.
The Doi Tung Development Project introduced ceramic handicraft to the region
during reforestation of the area. The local
red clay was originally mixed with vetiver
grass – a hardy species used to stabilise eroded soil – to create plant pots for
the project’s nursery. The recipe for the
clay has since been refined to withstand
high firing temperatures allowing skilled
artisans of Doi Tung to create beautiful
high-quality designs.

See how Doi Tung
artisans create
ceramics
https://goo.gl/D8l3qO
EFTERTANKE bowl Ø18, H7cm. Off-white CHF 7.95 (903.567.22)

PH146574

“In this collection, the imperfections were
the most important thing.”
“The ovens at Doi Tung dictate the design.
The variations in temperature affects the
glaze and gives each product a unique
surface texture.”
KARIN GUSTAVSSON, CREATIVE LEADER, IKEA

PH146595

EFTERTANKE tea towel Cotton/linen blend, W50×L65cm. Black/white CHF 9.95 (303.567.20) EFTERTANKE jug H18cm. 2l. Off-white CHF 14.95 (203.567.87)
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THE STORY OF EF TERTANKE

Hand-woven textiles

PH146594

The Hill Tribe people of northern Thailand are well known for their colourful,
intricately woven traditional clothing
decorated with strands of beads, coins
and tufts of yarn.
Weaving naturally became one of the
first livelihood programmes at Doi Tung
and today employs many highly skilled
artisans creating products for the home
such as cushion covers, towels, and
table clothes. The tightly woven fabrics
are super soft and are a welcomed addition to any home.

See how Doi Tung
weavers create highquality products for
the home
https://goo.gl/16cQfb
EFTERTANKE cushion cover Black/white check L50×W50cm. CHF 14.95 (703.567.23)
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“The textiles are super
soft and are perfect for
creating a spa feeling
in the home.”
KARIN GUSTAVSSON, CREATIVE
LEADER, IKEA

EFTERTANKE napkin L40×W40cm. Grey CHF 9.95/2 pack. (903.567.17) EFTERTANKE tea towel W50×L65cm. Black/white CHF 9.95 (303.567.20)

EFTERTANKE throw W110×L180cm. Black/white CHF 34.95 (803.567.27)
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THE STORY OF EF TERTANKE

Handmade paper

PH146592

In 1995 the Doi Tung Development
Project re-introduced the almost lost
ancient craft of papermaking to the region as a way to provide new livelihood
opportunities for the local people. Today
papermaking at Doi Tung employs many
artisans making products such as boxes, note pads, and bags.
Bark from the indigenous mulberry tree
is collected by villagers in the area and
sold to Doi Tung. The mulberry tree is
abundant in the area with the number
of trees increasing over the years after
the reforestation efforts of Doi Tung.

See how Doi Tung
artisans transform
mulberry bark into
high-quality handmade
paper products
https://goo.gl/7O2GGe
EFTERTANKE gift bag, set of 3 Black/white CHF 6.95 (603.722.57)

PH000000

EFTERTANKE gift box, set of 2: One box W17×D14, H10cm and one box W12×D10, H8cm. Black/white CHF 12.95 (103.567.16)

PH146581

EFTERTANKE note-book W13×L18cm. Black/white CHF 4.95/2 pack (703.567.18)
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Today Chiang Rai is a story
of success. The forest
has returned and the
communities are thriving.

The story of Doi Tung

30 years ago, life for the people living in

Project began with a mission to enable the

crafts business, the majority of which work

the Chiang Rai region of northern Thai-

local Hill Tribe people to become respon-

with IKEA productions.

land, was perilous. The area was part of

sible for the forest and to be economically

the Golden Triangle region notorious for

and sustainably self-sufficient. The IKEA

There are 8 government-run schools in Doi

the illegal drug trade. The Hill Tribe people

partnerships with Doi Tung started in 2012.

Tung. Scholarships for collage-age students are also available with the children

living in the mountainous region, which
spans the borders of Myanmar and Laos,

The Doi Tung Development project is the

of workers at Doi Tung having top priority.

had no citizenship and used slash and burn

flagship project of the Mae Fah Luang

An infant daycare centre is also located at

cultivation for basic subsistence and to

Foundation (MFLF). In addition to Doi

the factory.

grow poppies for the illegal drug trade.

Tung, the MFLF has 3 other Sustainable Al-

To tackle the problems of deforestation,

ternative Livelihood Development projects

In addition to handicraft production, Doi

in Thailand and 2 in Myanmar.

Tung also grows crops such as coffee and
macadamia nuts. The shells of the maca-

poverty and the lack of legitimate livelihood opportunities, the Doi Tung Develop-

The Doi Tung Development Project works

damia nuts are even used as a biofuel for

ment Project was founded in 1988.

with 29 villages and nearly 2000 house-

the paper, ceramic and textiles produc-

One of the oldest and most established

holds with almost 11,000 people, and em-

tions, which reduces costs and waste to

social enterprises, Doi Tung Development

ploys more than 300 people in their handi-

landfills.
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“The Doi Tung Development Project has
made our life much better. Before the
project started, we had a difficult life; the
roads were in a bad condition, we didn’t
have nationality so we couldn’t work,
couldn’t go anywhere.”
COME TAKCOMESING, ARTISAN, DOI TUNG
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

“We believe that if the forest
provides benefits to the community,
the community will protect it”
KHUNYING PUANGROI DISKUL NA AYUDHAYA
CEO, MAE FAH LUANG FOUNDATION

Decent jobs
are part of
the design

PH146607

We believe that there is no better route out

cial enterprises in India, Thailand, Sweden,

By 2020 the IKEA goal is to provide 20,000

of poverty than the opportunity for people

Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Croatia, USA,

marginalised people with decent jobs.

to have a decent job. Learning a skill in

Canada, and Jordan.
Read more about how we are supporting

handicrafts is a path towards independence
and self-sufficiency. Forming long-term

Through this initiative we are able to work

partnerships with social entrepreneurs is

closely with social enterprises like Doi Tung,

one of many ways we are working to create

which employee thousands of people far

a positive impact on society.

away from the labour market and in vulner-

IKEA currently has partnerships with so-

able communities.
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people and communities online at

PH146608

PE329507

“Earning an income opens up new
opportunities for people who otherwise
would have little or no access to decent
jobs. Supporting small-scale social
enterprises focused on handicraft and
livelihoods is a win-win for IKEA, our
customers, and the social enterprises that
get access to a global market. But, most
important, the artisans who benefit from
skills training and regular employment.”
VAISHALI MISRA, BUSINESS LEADER, IKEA OF SWEDEN

“We’ve always believed that good
design can make a big difference
in people’s lives. That’s why we’re
especially proud to collaborate with
social enterprises that are providing
livelihoods for skilled artisans and
making a huge difference in the
lives of their communities.”
MARCUS ENGMAN, DESIGN MANAGER, IKEA

YEARS THE INITIATIVE
HAS BEEN ACTIVE

The growth of the IKEA
+ Social Entrepreneur
initiative at a glance

NUMBER OF IKEA
MARKETS OFFERING THE
COLLECTIONS

GROWING NUMBER
OF IKEA SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE PARTNERS

FROM 3 TO

FROM 4 TO

6 20 15

INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF
PEOPLE WORKING AT IKEA
SOCIAL PARTNERSHIPS*

FROM 50 TO

IKEA GOAL FOR TOTAL
NUMBER OF ARTISANS
REACHED BY 2020

10 26 20
500
000
TOTAL NUMBER OF COCREATED COLLECTIONS

* Total number of people includes all social enterprise partners and small-scale coffee producers
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Product
overview

EFTERTANKE vase Ø22, H14cm. Off-white CHF 24.95 (503.598.07)

PE646213

PE646214

PE646215

PE646728

PE646212

PE646216

EFTERTANKE cushion cover CHF 14.95
The zipper makes the cover easy to remove. 100% cotton. L50×W50cm. Black/
white check 703.567.23

EFTERTANKE cushion cover CHF 14.95
The zipper makes the cover easy to remove. 100% cotton. L50×W50cm. Black/
white stripe 503.755.67

EFTERTANKE cushion cover CHF 14.95
The zipper makes the cover easy to
remove. 100% cotton. L50×W50cm. Grey
503.598.12

EFTERTANKE cushion cover CHF 14.95
The zipper makes the cover easy to remove. 100% cotton. L50×W50cm. Black/
white 703.598.11

EFTERTANKE gift bag, set of 3 CHF
6.95 Handmade by skilled craftspeople,
making each one unique. Handmade paper.
Black/white 603.722.57

EFTERTANKE gift box, set of 2 CHF
12.95 Handmade by skilled craftspeople, making each one unique. Comprises:
One box W17×D14, H10cm and one box
W12×D10, H8cm. Handmade paper. Black/
white 103.567.16

PE646225

PE646218

PE646220

PE646226

PE646219

EFTERTANKE tea towel CHF 9.95 Cotton/linen blend with high absorption capacity. With loop for hanging/easy storing
when not in use. 73% cotton, 27% linen.
W50×L65cm. Black/white 303.567.20

EFTERTANKE napkin CHF 9.95/2 pack.
Cotton/linen blend with the softness of
cotton and the lustre and firmness of linen. 52% cotton, 48% linen. L40×W40cm.
Grey 903.567.17

EFTERTANKE place mat CHF 6.95 Cotton/linen blend with the softness of cotton
and the lustre and firmness of linen. 70%
cotton, 30% linen. L45×W35cm. Black/
white 503.567.24

EFTERTANKE throw CHF 34.95 Handmade by skilled craftspeople, which makes
every product unique. 100% cotton.
W110×L180cm. Black/white 803.567.27

EFTERTANKE note-book CHF 4.95/2
pack. Comprises: 64 unlined pages. Handmade paper. W13×L18cm. Black/white
703.567.18

PE646224
EFTERTANKE sketch book CHF 9.95
Comprises: 80 unlined pages. Handmade paper. L30×W21cm. Black/white
903.567.98

PE646227

PE646228

PE646727

PE646217

EFTERTANKE vase CHF 14.95 Handmade by skilled craftspeople, making each
one unique. Variations in the glaze give life
and character to each vase. Stoneware.
Ø11, H21cm. Off-white 103.567.21

EFTERTANKE vase CHF 19.95 Handmade by skilled craftspeople, making each
one unique. Variations in the glaze give life
and character to each vase. Stoneware.
Ø14, H25cm. Off-white 803.567.51

EFTERTANKE vase CHF 24.95 Handmade by skilled craftspeople, making each
one unique. Variations in the glaze give life
and character to each vase. Stoneware.
Ø22, H14cm. Off-white 503.598.07

EFTERTANKE jug CHF 14.95 Each jug
has been mouth blown by a skilled craftsman. Variations in the glaze give life and
character to each jug. Stoneware. H18cm.
2l. Off-white 203.567.87

PE646211

PE646229

PE646221

PE646222

EFTERTANKE bowl CHF 4.95 Handmade
by skilled craftspeople, making each one
unique. Variations in the glaze give life and
character to each bowl. Stoneware. Ø15,
H7cm. Off-white 403.567.53

EFTERTANKE bowl CHF 7.95 Handmade
by skilled craftspeople, making each one
unique. Variations in the glaze give life and
character to each bowl. Stoneware. Ø18,
H7cm. Off-white 903.567.22

EFTERTANKE plate CHF 6.95 Handmade
by skilled craftspeople, making each one
unique. Variations in the glaze give life
and character to each plate. Stoneware.
Ø20cm. Off-white 203.567.25

[ ONLY AVAILABLE IN SWITZERLAND ]
EFTERTANKE plate CHF 8.95 Handmade
by skilled craftspeople, making each one
unique. Variations in the glaze give life
and character to each plate. Stoneware.
Ø28cm. Off-white 303.599.88
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EFTERTANKE napkin L40×W40cm. Grey CHF 9.95/2 pack. (903.567.17) EFTERTANKE plate Ø28cm. Off-white CHF 8.95 (303.599.88) EFTERTANKE plate Ø20cm. Off-white CHF 6.95 (203.567.25) EFTERTANKE tea towel W50×L65cm. Black/white CHF 9.95 (303.567.20)

